SCORING:

The scoring combinations and their point values are:

ACE - All "ones are totaled
- All "twos" are totaled
THREE - All "threes" are totaled
FOUR - All ":ours" are totaled
FIVE - All "fives" are totaled
SIX - All "sixes" are totaled
3 of a kind - All dice are totaled
4 of a kind - All dice are totaled
FULLHOUSE - 25 points
SMALL STRAIGHT - 30 points
LARGE STRAIGHT - 40 points
YAHTCC - 50 points - All 5 dice are the same number
CHANCE - All dice are totaled
BONUS - 35 points when upper section is 63 or more - The points needed
to reach 63 will be shown in upper left corner and will be
current for each player.
100 points for YAHTCC when appropriate
Tli'O

½ore than one YAHTCC can be scored in any given game. After first YAHTCC is
scored, subsequent YAHTCC's add 100 points to grand total. Bonus points are
not earned if YAHTCC box has been scratched. Also, if YAHTCC box has 50 or o
in it, score subsequent YAHTCC's first in any box in lower section. If lower
section is filled, score in matching number section in uooer section or
scratch non-matching number in upper section and just tak� 100 bonus points.

4.

SPACE TRADERS
The object of Color Space Traders is to amass the greatest amount of money; This
is accomplished by establishing vast interstellar shipping lanes, and purchasing
stock in the companies that control those trade routes. During the course -of
the game, stock appreciates in value as the shipping companies become larger.
Also, smaller companies can be merged into larger ones, .and stock in the
smaller firm is converted into stock in the larger one as described below.
Each turn, the computer will present the player with five prospective spaces to
occupy on a 9 X 12 matrix. These spaces will blink very slowly and one will
have a small diamond in it. You may move the diamond to whichever blinking
spot you wish by pushing the space bar. Hitting the "M" key will choose that
space for your outpost. There are four possible moves a player can make:
a. He can establish an unattached outpost - if he selects a space that is
not adjacent to a star (large red circle), another unattached outpost, or
an existing shipping lane, this space will be designated with a white
diamond. He will then proceed with stock transactions, as listed below.
b. He can add to an existing lane - if he selects a space that is
adjacent to one, and only one, existing shipping lane, the space he
selects will be added to that shipping la:i=..1,- ,and will be designated with
the first letter of the company that owns that lane. If there are any
stars or unattached outposts also adjacent to the selected space, they
too will be incorporated into the existing lane. Each new square
adjacent to a star adds $500 per share, and each new outpost adds $100
per share to the market value of the stock of that company.

c. He may establish a ne\.fi i.h,ipping lane - if, there are five or fewer
existing shipping lanes established, the player may, given the proper
space to play, establish a new shipping lane. He may do this by
occupying a space adjacent to a star or another unattached outpost,
but not adjacent to an existing shipping lane� If he established a
new shipping lane, he is automatically issued 5 shares in the new
company as a reward. He may then proceed to buy stock in any active
company, including the one just formed, as described below. The market
value of the new stock is established by the number of stars and
occupied spaces as described in b. above.
d. He may merge two existing companies - if a player selects a space
adjacent to two existing shipping lanes, a merger occurs. The larger
company takes over the smaller company (if both companies are the same
size pri·or to the merger, then the survivor is determined by alphabetical
order of the two company names - the earlier survives). The stock of the
surviving company is L�creased in value according to the number of spaces
's stock in the defunct company
and stars added to its lane. Each
is exchanged for shares in the survivor on a ratio-of 2 for 1. Also, each
player is paid a cash bonus proportional to the percentage of outstanding
stock he held in the defunct company. NOTE: After a company becomes
defunct tr.rough the merger process, it can reappear elsewhere on the
board when, and if, a new company is established.
Next the computer adds stock dividends to the player's cash on hand (5% of the
mArket value of the stock in his possession), and offers him the opportunity
to purchase stock in any of the active companies on the board. Stock may not
be sold, but tb:e market value of each player's stock is t3.ken .into account at
the end of the game to de:ter:tl'.ine tht:i wi.::cner. If t.he market value of a give!"!
stock exceeds $3,000 at any time during the game, that stcck splits 2 for l.
Th� price is cut in half, and the number of shares owned by each player is
doubled.
The computer randomly determines whose move it is and presents the information
in the pattern of dots at the upper right hand side of the graphic display.
There is one dot to the extreme right of the display for each player in the game.
The dot beside row one is for player one, row two is player two, etc. One of
the rows will have two dots in it. That signifies whose turn it is.
NOTE: The player may look at his portfolio at any time during the course of
his tur n by typing "S".
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LASER COMMAND
LASER COMMAND uses the highest resolution Extended BASIC graphics to simulate a
laser attack on your cities. You must use your defensive laser blasts to inter
cept the approaching attack missiles. Just when you think you have the attack
missiles under control, a cruise missile will appear. Cruiser missiles are
more dangerous and harder to hit than the attack missiles but are worth more
points.
The missiles come in waves of 15 and you have 30 laser blasts each wave. The number
of laser blasts remaining is displayed underneath the laser base. The score foe
hitting missiles increases after you have destroyed a certain number of waves and
after each 10,000 points, a bonus city is awarded.

